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Abstract—This work focuses on the synergy of rate-splitting
multiple access (RSMA) and beyond diagonal reconfigurable
intelligent surface (BD-RIS) to enlarge the coverage, improve
the performance, and save on antennas. Specifically, we employ
a multi-sector BD-RIS modeled as a prism, which can achieve
highly directional full-space coverage, in a multiuser multiple
input single output communication system. With the multi-sector
BD-RIS aided RSMA model, we jointly design the transmit
precoder and BD-RIS matrix under the imperfect channel state
information (CSI) conditions. The robust design is performed
by solving a stochastic average sum-rate maximization problem.
With sample average approximation and weighted minimum
mean square error-rate relationship, the stochastic problem is
transformed into a deterministic one with multiple blocks, each
of which is iteratively designed. Simulation results show that
multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA outperforms space division
multiple access schemes. More importantly, synergizing multi-
sector BD-RIS with RSMA is an efficient strategy to reduce the
number of active antennas at the transmitter and the number of
passive antennas in BD-RIS.

Index Terms—Beyond diagonal reconfigurable intelligent sur-
face, rate-splitting multiple access, robust design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation of wireless communications is expected
to improve ongoing techniques in 5G and explore novel
techniques to support high data rate transmission and massive
connectivity [1]. Specifically in the physical (PHY) layer, rate-
splitting multiple access (RSMA) [2], [3] and reconfigurable
intelligent surface (RIS) [4] are two promising techniques,
which can improve the wireless communication performance,
such as spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and coverage.

RSMA is a PHY-layer non-orthogonal transmission strategy,
which enables more flexible inter-user interference manage-
ment compared to other existing multiple access techniques,
such as spatial division multiple access (SDMA) and orthogo-
nal multiple access (OMA) [2]. The key principle of (1-layer)
RSMA is summarized as follows. 1) At the transmitter, user
messages are split into common and private parts, where the
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common parts from different users are combined and encoded
into one common stream, while the private parts are individ-
ually encoded into private streams. 2) At the receiver, each
user first decodes the common stream and performs successive
interference cancellation (SIC) to remove the common stream,
and then decodes its own private stream. Such a technique
has been proved to achieve higher degree of freedom (DoF)
[5], spectral and energy efficiency [6] than SDMA, and be
robust to channel state information (CSI) uncertainty [5] and
mobility [7]. The higher efficiency, universality, flexibility,
robustness, and reliability of RSMA over existing multiple
access strategies have been demonstrated in more than forty
different applications and scenarios relevant to 6G [2], [3].

Meanwhile, RIS is an emerging PHY-layer technique, which
enables flexible manipulations of wireless communication
environments in an energy-efficient manner [4]. The key
advantages of RIS come from the following two perspectives.
1) RIS is a planar surface consisting of a large number of
nearly-passive elements with low power consumption. 2) RIS
has tuneable elements which can reconfigure incident signals.
Such a technique has been widely employed into various
schemes, such as wireless power transfer (WPT) [8], simulta-
neous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [9],
integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) [10], to show
the benefits of RIS in improving sum output current [8], [9]
and radar output signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) [10].

Conventional RIS utilized in aforementioned research [8]–
[10] is modeled as a diagonal phase shift matrix, assuming an
architecture where each RIS element is connected to ground by
its own load without interacting with other elements. However,
new RIS architectures have recently appeared, namely beyond
diagonal RIS (BD-RIS), whose mathematical model is not lim-
ited to diagonal matrices. Until now, there are three categories
of BD-RIS. The first category is BD-RIS with group/fully-
connected architectures modeled as block diagonal matrices
[11]–[16]. In this category, group/fully-connected BD-RIS
with reflective mode is first proposed and modeled in [11],
followed by the study of discrete-value group/fully-connected
architectures [12] and optimal group/fully-connected design
[13] of BD-RIS. To enlarge the coverage of RIS, simultaneous
transmitting and reflecting (STAR) RIS or intelligent omni-
surface (IOS) [14] is recently introduced and implemented.
Then STAR-RIS/IOS is proved to be a special case of group-
connected architecture with group size 2 and further general-
ized in [15]. Multi-sector BD-RIS is proposed in [16] to further
enhance the achievable performance of RIS while guaranteeing
the full-space coverage. The second category is BD-RIS
with dynamically group-connected architectures modeled as



permuted block diagonal matrix [17]. Different from the first
category, where the architectures are fixed regardless of CSI,
a dynamically group-connected architecture adapting to CSI
is proposed in [17] based on a dynamic grouping strategy to
further enhance the performance. The third category is BD-
RIS with non-diagonal phase shift matrix [18]. In this category,
a novel architecture, where signals impinging on one element
can be reflected from another element, is modeled, analyzed,
and proved to achieve better performance than conventional
RIS with diagonal phase shift matrices.

Due to the potential advantages of RSMA and RIS, the
synergy among them has recently gained much attention [19],
[20]. The synergy among the conventional RIS and 1-layer
RSMA in multiuser systems is most commonly considered,
whose benefits are shown by focusing on various metrics, such
as sum-rate maximization [21], energy efficiency maximiza-
tion [22], [23], outage probability analysis [24]–[26], trans-
mit power minimization [27], and max-min fairness [28]. In
addition, the interplay between conventional RIS and RSMA
beyond 1-layer architectures, such as 2-layer hierarchical
RSMA [29], [30], is also studied. While the abovementioned
RIS aided RSMA work [22]–[30] is restricted to perfect CSI
conditions, a more practical imperfect CSI scenario is analyzed
in [31]. However, the above results are restricted to the
integration of RSMA and conventional RIS, which limits both
the coverage and the achievable performance. To realize full-
space coverage in wireless networks, there are a few results
on STAR-RIS aided RSMA considering spatially correlated
channels [32], hardware impairments [33], PHY layer security
[34], and the coupling of transmission and reflection phases
[35]. Meanwhile, to enhance the spectrum efficiency of wire-
less communications, there is only one work [36] considering
the employment of BD-RIS with fully-connected architecture
and reflective mode in RSMA transmission network, where the
sum-rate enhancement compared to SDMA schemes is high-
lighted. Nevertheless, none of the existing work investigates
the integration of BD-RIS and RSMA to simultaneously 1)
enlarge the coverage, 2) boost the rate performance [36], and
3) reduce the required number of active/passive antennas to
improve energy efficiency, which motivates this work.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
First, we consider the integration of RSMA and multi-sector

BD-RIS in a multiuser multiple input single output (MU-
MISO) system to simultaneously achieve the abovementioned
three goals. The first two goals are achieved by adopting the
multi-sector BD-RIS, which is modeled as a prism consisting
of multiple sectors with each covering part of the horizontal
space. More importantly, the multi-sector BD-RIS enables
highly directional beams and thus can provide high perfor-
mance gains, thanks to the use of high-gain antennas with
narrow beamwidth. To achieve the third goal, we adopt 1-
layer RSMA at the transmitter, which provides additional DoF
over conventional multiuser linear precoding, enables better
inter-user interference management, and has the potential to
save on the number of both active and passive antennas when
synergizing with BD-RIS.

Second, we propose a beamforming design algorithm to
maximize the average sum-rate for multi-sector BD-RIS aided

RSMA under imperfect CSI conditions. To solve the stochastic
problem, we first approximate it as a deterministic opti-
mization by sample average approximation (SAA) methods
[37], and then transform the deterministic problem into a
more tractable three-block optimization based on the weighted
minimum mean square error (WMMSE)-rate relationship [38].
Specifically for the design of the BD-RIS matrix block, due to
the newly introduced constraint of the multi-sector BD-RIS,
the approaches for conventional RIS cases are not feasible.
Therefore, we propose a novel algorithm by first transforming
the non-smooth objective into a smooth one, and then solv-
ing the smooth problem by manifold methods. Initialization,
complexity analysis, and convergence analysis of the proposed
design are also provided.

Third, we present simulation results to evaluate the er-
godic sum-rate performance of the multi-sector BD-RIS aided
RSMA compared to the SDMA scheme from the perspective
of 1) the radiation pattern of BD-RIS antennas, 2) CSI condi-
tions, and 3) the quality of service (QoS) threshold. Simulation
results show that multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA always
outperforms multi-sector BD-RIS aided SDMA in either of
the abovementioned perspectives.

Fourth, with the same ergodic sum-rate requirement and
QoS thresholds, we show the required numbers of active and
passive antennas can be reduced compared to the SDMA
scheme by synergizing BD-RIS with RSMA. Such reduction
of antenna numbers leads to a potential energy efficiency gain.

Organization: Section II illustrates the multi-sector BD-RIS
aided RSMA model. Section III provides the robust beam-
forming design for the multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA.
Section IV evaluates the performance of the proposed design
and Section V concludes this work.

Notations: Boldface lower- and upper-case letters indicate
column vectors and matrices, respectively. C, R, and R+

denote the set of complex numbers, real numbers, and non-
negative real numbers, respectively. E{·} represents statistical
expectation. (·)∗, (·)T , (·)H , and (·)−1 denote the conjugate,
transpose, conjugate-transpose operations, and inversion, re-
spectively. <{·} denotes the real part of a complex number. IL
denotes an L×L identity matrix. 0 denotes an all-zero matrix.
CN (0,Σ) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
(CSCG) distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ.
‖A‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A. ‖a‖2 denotes
the `2-norm of vector a. |a| denotes the norm of variable a.
vec(·) denotes the vectorization of a matrix. diag(·) denotes
a diagonal matrix. Tr{·} denotes the summation of diagonal
elements of a matrix. O(·) denotes the first-order Euclidean
gradient operation. ∂(·)

∂(·) denotes the first-order partial gradient
operation. [A]i,:, [A]:,j , [A]i,j , and [a]i denote the i-th row,
the j-th column, the (i, j)-th element of matrix A, and the
i-th element of vector a, respectively.

II. MULTI-SECTOR BD-RIS AIDED RSMA

In this section, we briefly review the concept of multi-
sector BD-RIS, describe the multi-sector BD-RIS aided MU-
MISO system, explain the architecture of 1-layer RSMA, and
illustrate the modeling of CSI uncertainty.
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Fig. 1. A paradigm of a multi-sector BD-RIS aided MU-MISO system.

A. Multi-Sector BD-RIS

The multi-sector BD-RIS is modeled as a polygon consist-
ing of L sectors, each of which has M antennas, as shown in
Fig. 1. The multi-sector BD-RIS is modeled as multiple anten-
nas connected to a group-connected reconfigurable impedance
network [16]. In this subsection, we briefly explain the key of
multi-sector BD-RIS from the following two perspectives.

1) The multi-sector BD-RIS consists of M cells with an
index set M = {1, . . . ,M}. Particularly, cell m, ∀m ∈ M
contains antennas m, M + m, . . . , (L − 1)M + m, which
are connected to each other by reconfigurable impedance
components to support the multi-sector mode.

2) Each multi-sector BD-RIS antenna has a uni-directional
radiation pattern with beamwidth 2π/L, which only covers
1/L azimuth space1. In each cell, L antennas are located
at the edge of the polygon such that L antennas cover the
whole azimuth space. The larger the number of sectors L, the
narrower the beamwidth of each BD-RIS antenna, and thus
the higher the gain of each BD-RIS antenna.

To summarize, benefiting from group-connected impedance
network and antenna array arrangements, the multi-sector BD-
RIS can realize enlarged wireless coverage, more flexible
wave manipulation, and enhanced channel gain compared to
conventional RIS.

Mathematically, the multi-sector BD-RIS is characterized
by L matrices, Φl ∈ CM×M , ∀l ∈ L = {1, . . . , L},
corresponding to L sectors, which are sub-matrices of the
scattering matrix Φ ∈ CLM×LM for the LM -port reconfig-
urable impedance network, i.e., Φl = [Φ](l−1)M+1:lM,1:M .
They satisfy a combined unitary constraint given by [16]∑

l
ΦH
l Φl = IM . (1)

More details about the modeling, design, and performance
evaluation of the multi-sector BD-RIS can be found in [16].

1In practice, the uni-directional radiation pattern can be realized by patch
antennas.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of cell-wise single-connected BD-RIS with 4 sectors and 2
cells, each of which has 4 antennas.

B. Multi-Sector BD-RIS Aided MU-MISO

Consider a MU-MISO system operating in the downlink as
illustrated in Fig. 1, where the transmitter equipped with N
antennas communicates to a set of single-antenna users K =
{1, . . . ,K} with the aid of an M -cell multi-sector BD-RIS2.
In this work, we assume the transmitter is within the coverage
of sector 1 of the multi-sector BD-RIS and Kl users in Kl =
{
∑l−1
i=1Ki+1,

∑l−1
i=1Ki+2, . . . ,

∑l
i=1Ki} are located within

the coverage of sector l, ∀l ∈ L of the multi-sector BD-RIS3,
∪lKl = K, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For the multi-sector BD-
RIS aided downlink MU-MISO, the signal received by user k,
∀k ∈ Kl covered by sector l, ∀l ∈ L is

yk = hHk ΦlGx + nk, (2)

where hk ∈ CM and G ∈ CM×N , respectively, are the
channel between the multi-sector BD-RIS and user k, ∀k ∈ K,
and the channel between the transmitter and the BD-RIS,
x ∈ CN is the transmit signal vector, and nk ∼ CN (0, σ2

k),
∀k ∈ K is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The
transmit signal vector x is subject to the power constraint
E{xHx} ≤ P , where P is the maximum transmit power.

As discussed in [11], [15], [16], reconfigurable impedance
networks with different circuit topologies have scattering ma-
trices with different mathematical characteristics. In this work,
we focus on a cell-wise single-connected (CW-SC) architec-
ture of the multi-sector BD-RIS, where the inner-cell antennas
are connected to each other by reconfigurable impedance
components while the inter-cell antennas are not connected
to each other4. To facilitate understanding, we provide an
example of the BD-RIS with 4 sectors, 2 cells, and the CW-SC
architecture in Fig. 2. The CW-SC architecture of the multi-
sector BD-RIS results in diagonal matrices of Φl, ∀l ∈ L,

2In this work, we ignore the direct links between the transmitter and users
for simplicity, while the proposed design in the following section is still
feasible when direct links exist.

3In this work, we consider the scenario that the relative location between
each user and each sector of BD-RIS is fixed for simplicity such that there is
no user selection issue. We also assume the sidelobe of each BD-RIS antenna
is negligible compared to the mainlobe such that both transmitter and each
user are covered by only one sector of the BD-RIS.

4The reconfigurable impedance components to construct the circuit topol-
ogy can be realized by using tunable inductance and capacitance, such as
varactors with continuous values or PIN diodes with discrete states.
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Fig. 3. (a) Transmitter and (b) receiver architectures with 1-layer RSMA.

each of which can be described as Φl = diag(φl,1, . . . , φl,M )
with φl,m ∈ C, ∀l ∈ L, ∀m ∈ M. Therefore, the constraint
(1) can be re-written as∑

l
|φl,m|2 = 1,∀m, (3)

which indicates that the transmit wave impinging on one sector
of BD-RIS is flexibly split and reflected by other sectors,
where the proportion of energy split to different sectors is
determined by constraint (3). With Φl = diag(φl,1, . . . , φl,M ),
we can rewrite equation (2) as

yk = φTl QH
k x + nk, (4)

where Qk = GHdiag(hk) ∈ CN×M , ∀k ∈ K denotes the
cascaded channel between the transmitter and user k, φl =
[φl,1, . . . , φl,M ]T ∈ CM , ∀l ∈ L.

C. Rate-Splitting

In this work, we adopt an 1-layer RSMA architecture at
the transmitter. Fig. 3 illustrates the transceiver architectures
with 1-layer RSMA, where the splitting, combining, encoding,
and precoding of transmit signals at the transmitter and the
decoding, splitting, and combining of received signal at the
user side will be described in detail.

Transmitter: The message Wk intended to user k, ∀k ∈ K
is split into a common part Wc,k and a private part Wp,k. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the common parts Wc,k from all K users
are merged into a common message Wc and further encoded
into the common stream sc, which will be decoded by all
users, by a common codebook. K private parts are encoded
into private streams sp,1, . . . , sp,K and individually decoded
by different users. The common stream and K private streams,
s = [sc, sp,1, . . . , sp,K ]T ∈ CK+1, are linearly precoded by
P = [pc,pp,1, . . . ,pp,K ] ∈ CN×(K+1), where pc ∈ CN is

the common precoder and pp,k ∈ CN is the private precoder
for user k. The resulting transmit signal is

x = Ps = pcsc +
∑

k
pp,ksp,k. (5)

Assuming E{ssH} = IK+1, the transmit power constraint
becomes E{xHx} = Tr(PPH) = ‖P‖2F ≤ P .

Receiver: Substituting (5) into (4), we obtain the received
signal at user k covered by sector l, ∀k ∈ Kl,∀l ∈ L as

yk = φTl QH
k pcsc + φTl QH

k

∑
k′

pp,k′sp,k′ + nk. (6)

Therefore, the average received power of user k covered by
sector l for given CSI is given by

τc,k =E{|yk|2} = |φTl QH
k pc|2

+ |φTl QH
k pp,k|2 +

=ιp,k︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
k′ 6=k
|φTl QH

k pp,k′ |2 + σ2
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

=τp,k=ιc,k

.
(7)

At the user side, the signal process, taking user k covered by
sector l, ∀k ∈ Kl, ∀l ∈ L as an example, is summarized as
following three steps and also illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

Step 1: User k covered by sector l decodes the equalized
common stream ŝc,k = gc,kyk with equalizer gc,k ∈ C into
W̄c,k by regarding the interference induced by all K private
streams as noise, i.e., τp,k or ιc,k in (7). After performing SIC,
W̄c,k is subtracted from the received signal.

Step 2: User k decodes the equalized private stream ŝp,k =

gp,kyk with equalizer gp,k ∈ C into Ŵp,k by regarding the
interference induced by remaining K − 1 private streams as
noise, i.e., ιp,k in (7).

Step 3: User k splits its contribution to the common mes-
sage, Ŵc,k, from the decoded W̄c,k, and combines Ŵc,k with
Ŵp,k to reconstruct Ŵk.

Based on the above signal process, the instantaneous SINRs
of the common stream and private streams at user k covered
by sector l, ∀k ∈ Kl, ∀l ∈ L are given by

γc,k = |φTl QH
k pc|2ι−1

c,k, γp,k = |φTl QH
k pp,k|2ι−1

p,k. (8)

Assuming Gaussian inputs, the instantaneous common rates
and private rates for user k are

Rc,k = log2(1 + γc,k), Rp,k = log2(1 + γp,k). (9)

To guarantee the common message Wc is successfully de-
coded by all K users, the common rate should not exceed
min∀k Rc,k. Given the architecture of RSMA as illustrated
above, the common rate min∀k Rc,k is split into K parts, yield-
ing min∀k Rc,k =

∑
k Ck. Each part Ck ∈ R+ corresponds

to the common part of the achievable rate for user k. Finally,
the total rate for user k is a summation of common part and
private part, i.e., Rk = Ck +Rp,k, ∀k ∈ K.

D. Channel State Information

Perfect CSI acquisition in RIS aided systems is challeng-
ing due to the passive property of RIS. Therefore, in this
work, we assume the transmitter has an imperfect instan-
taneous CSI Q̂ = [Q̂1, . . . , Q̂K ] ∈ CN×MK . To model



the CSI uncertainty, the perfect cascaded channel matrix
Q = [Q1, . . . ,QK ] ∈ CN×MK is expressed as a summa-
tion of the channel estimate and channel estimation errors,
that is Q = Q̂ + Q̃, where the estimation error matrix is
defined as Q̃ = [Q̃1, . . . , Q̃K ] ∈ CN×MK . The channel
estimation error could come from the noise and limited uplink
training in time division duplex (TDD) settings based on
the typical MMSE criterion [39]5. In this case, the channel
estimation error generally follows the CSCG distribution, that
is vec(Q̃k) ∼ CN (0, δ2

kIMN ), ∀k ∈ K, where δ2
k measures

the estimation inaccuracy of the cascaded channel between
the transmitter and user k.

III. BEAMFORMING DESIGN WITH SAMPLE
AVERAGE APPROXIMATION

In this section, we formulate the sum-rate maximization
problem for BD-RIS aided RSMA based on imperfect CSI
conditions and propose efficient algorithms to jointly design
the transmit precoder and BD-RIS.

A. Problem Formulation

Beamforming design for RIS aided systems highly relies
on the CSI among the transmitter, RIS, and users. When
perfect CSI is available at the transmitter, beamforming design
can be developed according to perfect channels such that the
instantaneous sum-rate,

∑
k Rk, is maximized, and thus the

long-term ergodic sum-rate given by EQ{
∑
k Rk}. However,

when the transmitter has only partial instantaneous CSI as
illustrated in Section II-D, beamforming design that maximizes
instantaneous sum-rate as in perfect CSI case is not possible,
which makes it difficult to measure the long-term ergodic sum-
rate. One robust approach to tackle this issue is to perform
the beamforming design based on the fact that the transmitter
has access to the average rate, which captures the statistical
property of the channel estimation error with a given estimate.
The average rate is defined as follows.

Definition 1: The average rate is a measure of the expected
performance over a distribution of the channel estimation error,
e.g., the distribution of Q̃, with determined estimate Q̂ [5].
Mathematically, the average common and private rates for
user k, ∀k ∈ K, depend on the channel estimate Q̂, and are,
respectively, defined as R̄c,k = EQ|Q̂{Rc,k|Q̂} and R̄p,k =

EQ|Q̂{Rp,k|Q̂}, where Rc,k and Rp,k are instantaneous rates
determined by the perfect channel Q as illustrated in (9). �

With Definition 1, we can connect the ergodic rates
EQ{Rc,k}, EQ{Rp,k} with average rates R̄c,k, R̄p,k as

EQ{Rc,k} = EQ̂{EQ|Q̂{Rc,k|Q̂}} = EQ̂{R̄c,k}, (10a)

EQ{Rp,k} = EQ̂{EQ|Q̂{Rp,k|Q̂}} = EQ̂{R̄p,k}, (10b)

5The existing popular and effective channel estimation strategy, where the
cascaded channel is estimated by pre-defining the RIS pattern during the
uplink training process to minimize MSE, can be easily extended to the multi-
sector BD-RIS case with CW-SC architecture. The key and main difference
compared with conventional RIS case is the RIS pattern design due to the
new constraint of multi-sector BD-RIS. A simple choice is to set identical
amplitude for non-zero elements of the BD-RIS matrix, i.e., |φl,m| = 1√

L
.

Then orthogonal matrices, such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix
and Hadamard matrix, can be adopted to construct the RIS pattern.

which indicate that ergodic rates can be characterized by the
expectation of average rates over varied channel estimate Q̂.
Accordingly, maximizing the ergodic sum-rate EQ{

∑
k Rk}

with partial CSI is transformed into maximizing the average
sum-rate for each Q̂, given by

∑
k C̄k+

∑
k R̄p,k, where C̄k ∈

R+, ∀k ∈ K referring to the common part of the average rate
should satisfy

∑
k C̄k = min∀k R̄c,k. Therefore, the average

sum-rate maximization problem can be formulated as

max
{P,c̄},{φl,∀l}

∑
k
C̄k +

∑
k
R̄p,k (11a)

s.t.
∑

l
|φl,m|2 = 1,∀m, (11b)

‖P‖2F ≤ P, (11c)∑
k′
C̄k′ ≤ R̄c,k,∀k, (11d)

c̄ � 0, (11e)
R̄k ≥ Rth,k,∀k, (11f)

where φl = [φl,1, . . . , φl,M ]T ∈ CM , ∀l ∈ L, c̄ =
[C̄1, . . . , C̄K ]T ∈ RK , and Rth,k ∈ R+ is the threshold
rate for user k, ∀k ∈ K, to guarantee the QoS. Problem
(11) is a challenging stochastic optimization different from
existing optimization problems due to 1) the new constraint
(11b), 2) the constraint of common rates (11d), and 3) the
QoS constraint (11e), where the BD-RIS matrix and the
precoder are always coupled. One reliable solution is to 1)
transform problem (11) into a deterministic one based on SAA
[37], and to 2) deal with the deterministic problem by well-
known WMMSE-rate relationship [38]. Details of the two-step
transformation will be illustrated in Section III-B.

B. Two-Step Transformation

1) SAA: To facilitate SAA, we give the following definition.
Definition 2: Given an estimate Q̂k of user k, a sample of

i.i.d. channel realizations is constructed based on the set Qk =
{Qa

k = Q̂k + Q̃a
k|Q̂k,∀a ∈ A = {1, . . . , A}}, where Q̃a

k fol-
lows the CSCG distribution, i.e., vec(Q̃a

k) ∼ CN (0, δ2
kIMN ),

∀a ∈ A. Then the SAA of average common and private
rates are, respectively, defined as R̂c,k = 1

A

∑
aR

a
c,k and

R̂p,k = 1
A

∑
aR

a
p,k, ∀k ∈ K6. �

The SAA of average rate in Definition 2 is a tight approx-
imation of the average rate with sufficient large number of
samples7, i.e., limA→∞ R̂c,k = R̄c,k, limA→∞ R̂p,k = R̄p,k,
∀k ∈ K, which motivates us to approximate the stochastic
problem (11) into a deterministic problem

max
{P,c̄},{φl,∀l}

∑
k
C̄k +

∑
k
R̂p,k

s.t. (11b), (11c), (11e),∑
k′
C̄k′ ≤ R̂c,k,∀k,

C̄k + R̂p,k ≥ Rth,k,∀k.

(12)

6In the following illustrations, notations with superscript “(·)a” have the
same expressions as that without “(·)a”, except that the term Qk is replaced
by Qa

k , ∀k ∈ Kl, ∀l ∈ L, ∀a ∈ A.
7In this paper, we fix A = 50 to save on the computational time without

sacrificing performance based on simulations using the proposed algorithm
and the results in [5].



Problem (12) can be further transformed into a more tractable
form based on the following step.

2) WMMSE-Rate Relationship: Let ŝac,k = gac,ky
a
k be the

estimate of sc with equalizer gac,k from user k covered by
sector l, ∀k ∈ Kl, ∀l ∈ L, ∀a ∈ A. The estimate of
sp,k with equalizer gap,k after removing the common stream
is given by ŝap,k = gap,k(yak − φTl (Qa

k)Hpcsc), ∀k ∈ Kl,
∀l ∈ L, ∀a ∈ A. Define MSE functions regarding the
common and private streams for user k covered by sector l at
channel sample a as εac,k = E{|ŝac,k − sc|2} = |gac,k|2τac,k −
2<{gac,kφTl (Qa

k)Hpc} + 1 and εap,k = E{|ŝap,k − sp,k|2} =

|gap,k|2τap,k−2<{gap,kφTl (Qa
k)Hpp,k}+1. Then optimal uncon-

strained equalizers for the common stream and private streams
which achieve minimum MSEs are given by

(gac,k)? =
pHc Qa

kφ
∗
l

τac,k
, (gap,k)? =

pHp,kQ
a
kφ
∗
l

τap,k
, (13)

and the corresponding minimum MSEs are (εao,k)? =
mingao,k ε

a
o,k = (τao,k)−1ιao,k = (1 + γao,k)−1, ∀o ∈ {c,p},

∀k ∈ K, ∀a ∈ A. Introducing weights λac,k ∈ R+ and
λap,k ∈ R+ associating common and private MSEs for user
k, we can establish the WMMSE-rate relationship Rao,k =
maxλao,k log2 λ

a
o,k − λao,k(εao,k)? + 1, ∀o ∈ {c,p}, ∀k ∈ K,

∀a ∈ A, where the maximum of the right-hand problem is
achieved when weights λc,k and λp,k satisfy

(λac,k)? = 1 + γac,k, (λap,k)? = 1 + γap,k. (14)

Based on the above derivations, we reformulate problem
(12) as a three-block optimization

max
{λao ,g

a
o ,∀a,∀o}

{P,c̄},{φl,∀l}

∑
k

(
C̄k +

1

A

∑
a
(log2 λ

a
p,k − λap,kεap,k)

)
s.t. (11b), (11c), (11e),

1

A

∑
a
(log2 λ

a
c,k − λac,kεac,k + 1)

≥
∑

k′
C̄k′ ,∀k, (15a)

C̄k +
1

A

∑
a
(log2 λ

a
p,k − λap,kεap,k + 1)

≥ Rth,k,∀k, (15b)

where λao = [λao,1, . . . , λ
a
o,K ]T and gao = [gao,1, . . . , g

a
o,K ]T ,

∀o ∈ {c,p}, ∀a ∈ A. Although problem (15) is not convex in
a joint design manner, the sub-problem regarding one block
with fixing other blocks is either convex, such as the design of
blocks {λao ,gao ,∀o,∀a} and {P, c̄}, or more tractable, such as
the design of block {φl,∀l ∈ L}, than directly dealing with
the original objective. Specifically, the unconstrained solution
to block {λao ,gao ,∀o,∀a} with fixed two other blocks have
been given in equations (13) and (14), respectively. Solutions
to blocks {P, c̄} and {φl,∀l} will be respectively given in
Sections III-C and III-D.

C. Solution to Block {P, c̄}

With fixed equalizers, weights, and BD-RIS matrix, the sub-
problem regarding block {P, c̄} is given by

min
{P,c̄}

1

A

∑
k

∑
a
λap,kε

a
p,k −

∑
k
C̄k

s.t. (11c), (11e), (15a), (15b).
(16)

With the following definitions

ψac,k = λac,k(gac,k)∗Qa
kφ
∗
l , ψ

a
p,k = λap,k(gap,k)∗Qa

kφ
∗
l , (17a)

Ψa
c,k =

ψac,k(ψac,k)H

λac,k
, Ψa

p,k =
ψap,k(ψap,k)H

λap,k
, (17b)

ξac,k = log2 λ
a
c,k − λac,k|gac,k|2σ2

k − λac,k + 1, (17c)

ξap,k = log2 λ
a
p,k − λap,k|gap,k|2σ2

k − λap,k + 1, (17d)

and their averages over A samples, i.e., ψc,k = 1
A

∑
aψ

a
c,k,

ψp,k = 1
A

∑
aψ

a
p,k, Ψc,k = 1

A

∑
a Ψa

c,k, Ψp,k =
1
A

∑
a Ψa

p,k, ξc,k = 1
A

∑
a ξ

a
c,k, ξp,k = 1

A

∑
a ξp,k, ∀k ∈ K,

problem (16) can be rewritten as

min
c̀,pc,{pp,k,∀k}

∑
k

(
C̀k +

∑
k′

pHp,k′Ψp,kpp,k′

− 2<{ψHp,kpp,k}
)

(18a)

s.t. ‖pc‖22 +
∑

k
‖pp,k‖22 ≤ P, (18b)

pHc Ψc,kpc +
∑

k′
pHp,k′Ψc,kpp,k′

− 2<{ψHc,kpc} ≤
∑

k′
C̀k + ξc,k,∀k, (18c)

c̀ � 0, (18d)∑
k′

pHp,k′Ψp,kpp,k′ − 2<{ψHp,kpp,k}

+ C̀k ≤ ξp,k −Rth,k,∀k, (18e)

where c̀ = [C̀1, . . . , C̀K ]T = −c̄. Problem (18) is a con-
vex second-order cone program (SOCP) and can be solved
by interior-point methods with computational complexity
bounded by O((NK +N +K)3.5) [40].

D. Solution to Block {φl,∀l}

Recall that (15b) in problem (15) is the QoS constraint,
which can be guaranteed in the design of block {P, c̄}. To
simplify the design of block {φl,∀l}, we temporarily ignore
constraint (15b). Then, without the QoS constraint (15b),
we can remove the term c̄ by putting constraint (15a) into
the objective. In this case, the original problem (15) can be
simplified as the following form

max
{λao ,g

a
o ,∀o,∀a}

P,{φl,∀l}

{
min∀k

1

A

∑
a
(log2 λ

a
c,k − λac,kεac,k + 1)

}

+
1

A

∑
k

∑
a
(log2 λ

a
p,k − λap,kεap,k) (19a)

s.t. (11b), (11c), (11e). (19b)



With given equalizers, weights, and the transmit precoder, the
sub-problem regarding the multi-sector BD-RIS is

min
{φl,∀l}

{
max∀k

1

A

∑
a
(λac,kε

a
c,k − log2 λ

a
c,k − 1)

}
+

1

A

∑
a

∑
k
λap,kε

a
p,k

s.t.
∑

l
|φl,m|2 = 1,∀m.

(20)

With the following definitions

vac,k =(Qa
k)Tp∗c , vap,k,k′ = (Qa

k)Tp∗p,k′ , (21a)

Xa
c,k =λac,k|gac,k|2vac,k(vac,k)H

+ λac,k|gac,k|2
∑

k′
vap,k,k′(v

a
p,k,k′)

H , (21b)

Xa
p,k =λap,k|gap,k|2

∑
k′

vap,k,k′(v
a
p,k,k′)

H , (21c)

xac,k =λac,k(gac,k)∗vac,k, xap,k = λap,k(gap,k)∗vap,k,k, (21d)

and their averages over A samples, i.e., Xc,k = 1
A

∑
a Xa

c,k,
Xp,k = 1

A

∑
a Xa

p,k, xc,k = 1
A

∑
a xac,k, xp,k = 1

A

∑
a xap,k,

∀k ∈ K, problem (20) can be rearranged as

min
{φl,∀l}

{
max∀k

(
φHl Xc,kφl − 2<{φHl xc,k} − ξc,k

)}
+
∑

l

(
φHl X̄p,lφl − 2<{φHl x̄p,l}

)
s.t.

∑
l
|φl,m|2 = 1,∀m,

(22)

where X̄p,l =
∑
k′∈Kl Xp,k′ and x̄p,l =

∑
k′∈Kl xp,k′ , ∀l ∈

L. We observe from problem (22) that the objective regarding
each cell of the multi-sector BD-RIS is coupled with each
other, while the constraints for different cells are independent
of each other. This fact motivates us to successively design
each cell while fixing the rest cells. Specifically, the design of
one cell with fixed others will be given as follows.

We first formulate the sub-problem regarding cell m, ∀m ∈
M, with fixed other cells as

min
φ̄m

max∀k νc,k,m|φl,m|2 − 2<{φ∗l,mχc,k,m} − ξk,m︸ ︷︷ ︸
=fc,k(φl,m)


+
∑

l
νp,l,m|φl,m|2 − 2<{φ∗l,mχp,l,m}︸ ︷︷ ︸

=fp,l(φl,m)

s.t. ‖φ̄m‖22 = 1,
(23)

where the fresh notations are respectively defined as

νc,k,m = [Xc,k]m,m, νp,l,m = [X̄p,l]m,m, (24a)

χc,k,m = [xc,k]m −
∑

n6=m
[Xc,k]m,nφl,n, (24b)

χp,l,m = [x̄p,l]m −
∑

n6=m
[X̄p,l]m,nφl,n, (24c)

ξk,m = ξc,k −
∑

n 6=m

∑
n′ 6=m

[Xc,k]n,n′φ
∗
l,nφl,n′

+ 2<
{∑

n 6=m
φ∗l,n[xc,k]n

}
, (24d)

and φ̄m = [φ1,m, . . . , φL,m], ∀m ∈ M, ∀k ∈ Kl, ∀l ∈ L.
Problem (23) is a non-smooth optimization with a non-convex

constraint. To solve this problem, we 1) introduce the well-
known LogSumExp (LSE) function to transform the non-
smooth part of the objective function into a smooth form,
and 2) adopt the manifold theory [41] to transform the con-
strained problem on the Euclidean space into an unconstrained
optimization on the manifold space. Each of the two steps is
described as follows.

Step 1: LSE Approximation. To facilitate the LSE approxi-
mation, we give the following definition.

Definition 3: Given a set F = {fc,k ∈ R|∀k ∈ K}, an LSE
function is defined as the logarithm of the sum of the expo-
nentials of fc,k, ∀k, i.e., log

∑
k exp(fc,k), which is a smooth

approximation of the maximum max∀k fc,k with a lower
bound max∀k fc,k and an upper bound max∀k fc,k + log |K|,
i.e., max∀k fc,k ≤ log

∑
k exp(fc,k) ≤ max∀k fc,k + log |K|.

Proof: Let fmax
c = max∀k fc,k. Then we have the inequality

exp(fmax
c ) ≤

∑
k exp(fc,k) ≤ |K| exp(fmax

c ). Performing
the logarithm to the inequality gives the result max∀k fc,k ≤
log
∑
k exp(fc,k) ≤ max∀k fc,k + log |K|. �

With Definition 3, we have the following corollary to obtain
an approximation to max∀k fc,k(φl,m) in problem (23).

Corollary 1: max∀k fc,k(φl,m) has the following bounds

max∀k fc,k(φl,m)
(a)
≤ ε log

∑
k

exp

(
fc,k(φl,m)

ε

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=f̄(φ̄m)

(b)
≤ max∀k fc,k(φl,m) + ε log |K|,

(25)

with ε > 0, where (a) achieves its equality when |K| = 1 and
(b) achieves its equality when fc,1(φl,m) = . . . = fc,K(φl,m).

Proof: Based on Definition 1, by replacing each fc,k

with fc,k
ε , ∀k ∈ K, we have the inequality max∀k

fc,k
ε ≤

log
∑
k exp(

fc,k
ε ) ≤ max∀k

fc,k
ε + log |K|. Multiplying by ε

gives the inequality (25). �
In Corollary 1, f̄(φ̄) refers to the LSE function of

max∀k fc,k(φl,m) with ε a scalar to make the bounds tighter.
In addition, we can easily deduce that the smaller the ε, the
tighter the LSE approximation. To get some insights of how
the ε influences the tightness of the bounds, we compare the
values of fmax

c = max∀k fc,k(φl,m), its LSE approximation
f̄(φ̄m), and the upper bound fc + ε log |K| with different ε in
Fig. 4, which verifies that a smaller ε leads to a smaller gap
between fmax

c and the corresponding LSE function.
With Corollary 1, problem (23) can be approximated as

φ̄?m = arg min
‖φ̄m‖22=1

∑
l
fp,l(φl,m) + f̄(φ̄m)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=f(φ̄m)

. (26)

Now problem (26) has a smooth objective function f(φ̄m)
and only one constraint, which can be solved by the manifold
method [41] as illustrated below.

Step 2: Manifold Construction. We give the following
definition to construct the feasible region of problem (26),
i.e., ‖φ̄m‖22 = 1, as a manifold [41], [42].

Definition 4: An L-dimensional complex sphere manifold
is defined as M = {φ̄m ∈ C1×L : ‖φ̄m‖2 = 1}, where φ̄m is
a point on the complex sphere manifold M. Given a point φ̄m
on M, a tangent vector refers to one possible moving direction
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Fig. 4. The impact of ε to the tightness of LSE approximation.

of this point. The set of these tangent vectors regarding point
φ̄m forms the tangent space, which is mathematically defined
as Tφ̄mM = {um ∈ C1×L : <{Tr(φ̄Hmum)} = 0}. Among
all these tangent vectors on Tφ̄mM, Riemannian gradient
is defined as the tangent vector with the steepest-descent
direction of the objective function. �

With Definition 4, we say φ̄m is a point on the complex
sphere manifold M, yielding problem (26) an unconstrained
optimization on M, which can be solved by many classic
algorithms with necessary projections. The algorithm we use
here to solve problem (26) is the Riemannian conjugate
gradient (RCG) algorithm [41], which is a modified version of
the well-known CG algorithm by changing the search space
from the Euclidean space to a manifold as detailed below.

The key of RCG is to determine the descent direction of the
objective function. In RCG, the Riemannian gradient, which
can be obtained from the Euclidean gradient, is required to
calculate the descent direction. Therefore, we first calculate
the Euclidean gradient of the objective function

f(φ̄m) =
∑

l
fp,l(φl,m) + f̄(φ̄m)

=
∑

l
fp,l(φl,m) + ε log

∑
k

exp

(
fc,k(φl,m)

ε

)
,

(27)
which is given by

Of(φ̄m) =

[
∂f(φ̄m)

∂φ1,m
, . . . ,

∂f(φ̄m)

∂φL,m

]
=
[
Ofp,1(φ1,m) +

∂f̄(φ̄m)

∂φ1,m
,

. . . ,Ofp,L(φL,m) +
∂f̄(φ̄m)

∂φL,m

]
, (28a)

Ofp,l(φl,m) = 2νp,l,mφl,m − 2χp,l,m, (28b)

∂f̄(φ̄m)

∂φl,m
=

∑
k∈Kl exp

(
fc,k(φl,m)

ε

)
Ofc,k(φl,m)∑

k∈K exp
(
fc,k(φl,m)

ε

) , (28c)

Ofc,k(φl,m) = 2νc,k,mφl,m − 2χc,k,m. (28d)

Algorithm 1 RCG: Riemannian Conjugate Gradient
Input: νc,k,m, νp,l,m, χc,k,m, χp,l,m, ξc,k,m, ξp,l,m, ∀k, ∀l,

φ̄m, ε, m, ζ, vmax.
Output: φ̄?m.

1: Initialize φ̄0
m = φ̄m, β0 = −OMf(φ̄0

m), v = 0.
2: repeat
3: Update v = v + 1.
4: Calculate stepsize ςv−1 by Armijo backtracking [41].
5: Set φ̄vm by retraction (31).
6: Update Polak-Ribière formula µv by (30).
7: Update search direction βv by (29).
8: until ‖OMf(φ̄vm)‖2 ≤ ζ or v ≥ vmax

Algorithm 2 Multi-Sector BD-RIS: Manifold Based Solution
Input: Xc,k, X̄p,l, xc,k, x̄p,l, ξc,k, ∀k, φl, ∀l, ε, ζ, vmax.
Output: φ?l , ∀l.

1: Initialize φ0
l = φl, ∀l ∈ L, v = 0.

2: repeat
3: Update v = v + 1.
4: for m ∈M do
5: Update χvc,k,m, χvp,l,m, and ξvk,m, ∀k ∈ K by (24).
6: Update φ̄vm by the RCG algorithm.
7: end for
8: until

∑
l ‖φvl − φ

v−1
l ‖22 ≤ ζ or v ≥ vmax

Then, we obtain the Riemannian gradient, which projects the
Euclidean gradient onto the tangent space, i.e., OMf(φ̄m) =
Prφ̄m(Of(φ̄m)) = Of(φ̄m) − <{Tr(φ̄HmOf(φ̄m))φ̄m}. The
descent direction at the v-th iteration of RCG is thus

βv = −OMf(φ̄vm) + µvPrφ̄m(βv−1), (29)

where µv is the Riemannian version of the Polak-Ribière
formula [41], which is given by

µv =

〈
OMf(φ̄vm),OMf(φ̄vm)− Prφ̄vm(OMf(φ̄v−1

m ))
〉

〈OMf(φ̄v−1
m ),OMf(φ̄v−1

m )〉
, (30)

where 〈A,B〉 = <{Tr(AHB)}. The v+ 1-th update is given
by a retraction function mapping point φ̄vm on the tangent
space Tφ̄vm

M to the manifold M, that is [41]

φ̄v+1
m =

φ̄vm + ςvβv

‖φ̄vm + ςvβv‖2
, (31)

where ςv is the stepsize obtained by Armijo backtracking [41].
The RCG procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Summary: With solutions to each cell of the multi-sector
BD-RIS, the procedure of the successive design is straight-
forward and summarized in Algorithm 2. The complexity of
Algorithm 2 is given by O(I1L

1.5), where I1 is the number
of iterations of Algorithm 2.

E. Algorithm and Analysis

1) Framework of the Algorithm: The above three blocks
are updated in an iterative manner until convergence as sum-
marized in Algorithm 3, where R̂v = min∀k R̂

v
c,k +

∑
k R̂

v
p,k.



Algorithm 3 Joint Design: Block Coordinate Descent
Input: Qk, σk, Rth,k, ∀k, ∀l, P , ζ, vmax.
Output: φ?l , ∀l, P?.

1: Initialize φ0
l , µl = 0, ∀l, P0, v = 0.

2: repeat
3: Update v = v + 1.
4: Set weights {λao ,∀o,∀a}v−1 by (14).
5: Set equalizers {gao ,∀o,∀a}v−1 by (13).
6: Update BD-RIS matrix {φvl ,∀l} by Algorithm 2.
7: Update precoder Pv by solving SOCP (18).
8: until |R̂

v−R̂v−1|
R̂v−1

≤ ζ or v ≥ vmax

2) Initialization: In Algorithm 3, φl, ∀l ∈ L are initialized
as φ0

l = 1√
L

[eϕl,1 , . . . , eϕl,M ]T , where ϕl,m is randomly
selected within the range [0, 2π], ∀l ∈ L, ∀m ∈ M. The
transmit power allocated to the common streams is initial-
ized as Pc = 0.7P , and thus that allocated to the private
streams is Pp = 0.3P . Accordingly, the common precoder
is initialized as pc =

∑
a

∑
k Qa

kφ
∗
l , followed by a normal-

ization p0
c =

√
Pcpc

‖pc‖2 . The private precoder is initialized as

pp,k =
∑
a Qa

kφ
∗
l , followed by p0

p,k =
√

Pp

K
pp,k

‖pp,k‖2 , ∀k ∈ K.
3) Complexity Analysis: The complexity of Algorithm 3

mainly comes from the update of three blocks (steps 4-7).
Specifically, updating block {λao ,gao ,∀o,∀a} requires com-
plexity O(MNKLA). Updating block {P, c̄} by solving
SOCP has complexity O((NK+N +K)3.5), while updating
block {φl,∀l} by Algorithm 2 requires O(I1L

1.5). The overall
complexity of Algorithm 3 is thus O(I(NK + N + K)3.5),
where I is the number of iterations of Algorithm 3 to achieve
the convergence threshold.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
robust beamforming design for multi-sector BD-RIS aided
RSMA under different CSI conditions. Particularly, we first
illustrate the simulation settings. Then, we show convergence
of the proposed algorithm. Finally, we evaluate the achievable
ergodic sum-rate performance of multi-sector BD-RIS aided
RSMA by analyzing the impact of the radiation pattern of BD-
RIS antennas, CSI uncertainty, QoS threshold, and numbers of
active/passive antennas.

A. Simulation Setup

The perfect channels Qk =
√
ζ−1
k ĞHdiag(h̆k), ∀k ∈ K are

generated as a combination of small-scale fading and large-
scale fading. Specifically, the small-scale fading of transmitter-
RIS and RIS-user channels is modeled as Rician fading, i.e.,

Ğ =

√
κ

κ+ 1
ĞLoS +

√
1

κ+ 1
ĞNLoS, (32a)

h̆k =

√
κk

κk + 1
h̆LoS
k +

√
1

κk + 1
h̆NLoS
k ,∀k, (32b)

where {κ, κk,∀k} denotes the Rician factor, and channels with
superscript “LoS” and “NLoS”, respectively, denote line-of-
sight (LoS) and non-LoS (NLoS) channels. ζk is the path loss
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Fig. 5. Top view of the locations among the transmitter, 3-sector BD-RIS,
and users, and the illustration of idealized/practical radiation pattern.

component measuring the large-scale fading. The large-scale
fading components have different expressions when BD-RIS
antennas have different radiation patterns. Here we consider
two cases, that is each BD-RIS antenna has either idealized
radiaton pattern or practical radiation pattern [16], which are
illustrated in Fig. 5 from the top view, yielding the following
path loss model:

ζk =

{
%(1− cos πL )2, Idealized Pattern,

%
(αL+1)2(cos θIT cos θIU,k)αL , Practical Pattern,

(33)

where % =
43π4d

εIT
IT d

εIU
IU,k

λ4GTGU
is calculated by transmiter-RIS

distance dIT, RIS-user distance dIU,k, path loss exponents8 εIT
and εIU, wavelength of transmit signal λ, transmit antenna gain
GT and receive antenna gain GR. αL is a parameter related
to the beamwidth of BD-RIS antennas, θIT is the elevation
angle between the transmit antenna and BD-RIS antenna, and
θIU,k is the elevation angle from the BD-RIS antenna to
user k. Sectors of the multi-sector BD-RIS are modeled as
Mx ×My = M uniform planar arrays and the transmitter is
modeled as a uniform linear array with half-wavelength inter-
antenna spacing. Locations among the transmitter, multi-sector
BD-RIS, and users are shown in Fig. 5.

The channel estimation error for each channel realization
Q̃k is generalized such that vec(Q̃k) ∼ CN (0, δ2

kIMN ), where
the channel estimation uncertainty δ2

k is set as δ2
k = ζ−1

k δ2,
∀k ∈ K with a scalar δ ∈ [0, 1). Specifically, the value
δ = 0 refers to the perfect CSI case. For each channel estimate
Q̂k = Qk − Q̃k, the a-th sample in the set (available at the
transmitter) Qk is given by Qa

k = Q̂k+Q̃a
k, where Q̃a

k follows
the same error distribution, that is vec(Q̃a

k) ∼ CN (0, δ2
kIMN ),

∀k ∈ K, ∀a ∈ A. For each channel realization, the precoder
and BD-RIS are designed based on sets Qk, ∀k ∈ K and
the maximization of the average sum-rate as summarized in
Algorithm 3, while the sum-rate is calculated based on the
perfect instantaneous channel Q. The ergodic sum-rate is
plotted as an average of sum-rates for 50 perfect channel
realizations. The simulation settings, unless otherwise stated,
are summarized in Table I.

8The value of the path loss exponent is usually chosen within the range
[2, 4] and depends on the small-scale fading conditions.



TABLE I
SIMULATION SETTINGS

Parameters Value
Rician Factor κ = κ1 = . . . = κK = 0 dB

Transmit/Receive Antenna Gain Gt = Gr = 1
Transmit Signal Frequency f = 2.4 GHz
Transmitter-RIS Distance dTI = 100 m

RIS-User Distance dIU,1 = . . . = dIU,K = 10 m
Path Loss Exponent εIT = εIU = 2

Transmitter-RIS Angle θIT ∈ [0, π
L
]

RIS-User Angle θIU,k ∈ [0, π
L
], ∀k ∈ K

Noise Power σ2
1 = . . . = σ2

K = −90 dBm
Estimation Uncertainty δ ∈ {0, 0.15}

No. of Samples A = 50
No. of Sectors L = 3

No. of Users per Sector K1 = . . . = KL = 2
No. of BD-RIS antennas per Sector M =Mx ×My = 5× 4 = 20

No. of transmit antennas N = 4
QoS Threshold per User Rth,1 = . . . = Rth,K = Rth
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Fig. 6. Sum-rate versus the number of iterations (P = 35 dBm).

B. Convergence of the Algorithm

The convergence of Algorithm 3 cannot be theoretically
proved since the design of BD-RIS matrix block does not lead
to a global optimal solution. Instead, we provide numerical
results to show the proposed algorithm can converge within
limited iterations. Fig. 6 plots the sum-rate versus the number
of iterations of Algorithm 3 for different CSI conditions and
parameter settings. We can observe from Fig. 6 that the
proposed algorithm always converges within finite iterations
regardless of simulation settings, such as channel conditions
(perfect and imperfect CSI), the number of transmit antennas,
and QoS requirements.

C. Impact of the Radiation Pattern of BD-RIS Antennas

We first evaluate the ergodic sum-rate of multi-sector BD-
RIS aided RSMA when BD-RIS antennas have either idealized
or practical radiation patterns in Fig. 7. For comparison, we
add the performance of multi-sector BD-RIS assisted SDMA9,

9In this work, we do not involve the NOMA scheme in the simulations since
the benefits of RSMA compared to NOMA have been widely investigated in
[2], [6], [43] and that in multi-antenna systems RIS aided SDMA is a much
tighter benchmark than the NOMA scheme [20].
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which is achieved by switching off the common precoder at the
transmitter10. We have the following observations. 1) With the
same multiple access technique, the idealized radiation pattern
scheme always outperforms the practical radiation pattern
scheme, which is in accordance with the results in [16]. 2)
With the same radiation pattern for each BD-RIS antenna, the
RSMA scheme always outperforms the SDMA scheme, which
demonstrates the benefits of integrating RSMA and multi-
sector BD-RIS. 3) The BD-RIS aided RSMA with practical
radiation pattern of BD-RIS antennas achieves similar perfor-
mance to the BD-RIS aided SDMA with idealized radiation
pattern for BD-RIS antennas. This phenomenon demonstrates
the benefits of integrating RSMA and multi-sector BD-RIS in
easing the requirements to antenna realizations.

D. Impact of CSI Uncertainty

In Fig. 8, we evaluate the impact of CSI uncertainty by
plotting the ergodic sum-rate versus δ when each BD-RIS has
an idealized radiation pattern. We observe from Fig. 8 that
the ergodic sum-rate for both RSMA and SDMA schemes
decreases with increasing channel estimation errors. However,
the multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA always outperforms
multi-sector BD-RIS aided SDMA regardless of CSI condi-
tions, which demonstrates that integrating RSMA and multi-
sector BD-RIS always provides performance gain over SDMA
schemes even though with limited CSI.

10In this case, the multi-sector BD-RIS design with given precoder is
performed by using the closed-form solution proposed in [16].
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E. Impact of QoS Threshold

Then, in Fig. 9, we show the impact of the QoS requirement
for each user to the achievable ergodic sum-rate under different
CSI conditions when each multi-sector BD-RIS antenna has an
idealized radiation pattern. From Fig. 9 we have the following
observations. 1) The multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA always
outperforms the SDMA scheme with various QoS thresholds
and different CSI conditions. 2) The achievable ergodic sum-
rate for both schemes decreases with the growth of the QoS
requirement, which can be explained as follows. Since we
focus on the sum-rate maximization problem, when the num-
ber of transmit antennas is smaller than the number of users
(4 = N < K = 6), the weakest N−K users tend to be turned
off. In this case, increasing the QoS requirement for all users
violates the aim of maximizing sum-rate. 3) The performance
gap between the RSMA scheme and the SDMA scheme
becomes larger with increasing QoS threshold for each user,
and thus the RSMA scheme is able to achieve both higher sum-
rate and better QoS than the SDMA case, e.g., the comparison
between RSMA scheme with Rth = 0.5 and SDMA scheme
with Rth = 0.1. This is because in RSMA scheme, the power
allocated to the common precoders increases with the QoS
requirement. This phenomenon demonstrates that the common
precoders play an increasingly important role to guarantee the
fairness while achieving better sum-rate performance.

F. Impact of Numbers of Active and Passive Antennas

In Fig. 10, we plot the ergodic sum-rate versus the total
number of antennas of the multi-sector BD-RIS under different
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CSI conditions when each BD-RIS antenna has an idealized
radiation pattern. We observe from Fig. 10 that the ergodic
sum-rate of both RSMA and SDMA schemes grows with
increasing number of BD-RIS antennas, and that the RSMA
scheme always achieves better performance than the SDMA
scheme. More importantly, to achieve the same sum-rate, the
required number of passive antennas can be reduced compared
to the SDMA scheme by adopting RSMA at the transmitter.
For example, in perfect CSI case, to achieve an ergodic sum-
rate of 15 b/s/Hz, the required number of passive antennas
can be reduced by 16%; in imperfect CSI case, to achieve
an ergodic sum-rate of 13 b/s/Hz, the required number can
be reduced by 14%. This observation highlights the benefit of
synergizing BD-RIS and RSMA in saving on passive antennas,
which is friendly to the hardware implementation of multi-
sector BD-RIS.

Finally, in Fig. 11, we plot the ergodic sum-rate versus the
number of transmit antennas under different CSI conditions.
Similar conclusions that the RSMA scheme always outper-
forms the SDMA scheme can be obtained from Fig. 11. More
importantly, to achieve the same sum-rate, the required number
of active antennas at the transmitter can also be reduced
compared to the SDMA scheme when RSMA is adopted at the
transmitter. For example, an 1-antenna RSMA-enabled trans-
mittersupports the same sum-rate performance as an 2-antenna
SDMA-enabled transmitter. Such reduction of the number of
transmit antennas demonstrates the benefit of synergizing BD-
RIS and RSMA in reducing power consumption and cost,
which leads to an energy efficiency gain.



V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we consider the integration of multi-sector
BD-RIS and RSMA in a MU-MISO communication system.
Specifically, we assume a multi-sector BD-RIS and an RSMA-
enabled transmitter. Given that the channel estimation for RIS
and BD-RIS aided scenarios is challenging, we model the
channel estimation error when only partial/imperfect CSI is
available at the transmitter.

With the multi-sector BD-RIS aided RSMA model and
CSI uncertainty model, we propose a robust design to jointly
optimize the transmit precoder and multi-sector BD-RIS for a
MU-MISO system. Specifically, SAA and WMMSE-rate rela-
tionship are adopted to transform the stochastic problem into a
more tractable deterministic multi-block problem. Regarding
the design of the BD-RIS matrix block, we adopt the RCG
algorithm after transforming the corresponding problem into
a smooth optimization.

Finally, we present simulation results, which demonstrate
the performance enhancement of multi-sector BD-RIS aided
RSMA compared to multi-sector BD-RIS aided SDMA with
different radiation pattern of BD-RIS antennas and various
parameter settings, such as CSI conditions and QoS threshold
for users. More importantly, with given sum-rate requirement,
the numbers of active and passive antennas can be effectively
reduced by synergizing RSMA with multi-sector BD-RIS.
Such reduction of the number of antennas is beneficial for
practical implementations.

Future research avenues include, but are not limited to the
following aspects:

1) Investigating User Selection for Multi-Sector BD-RIS:
It is interesting to consider the BD-RIS aided communication
system with mobile users. In this case, imperfect CSI may lead
to inaccurate selection between users and sectors of BD-RIS,
such that new metrics and algorithms should be developed to
effectively involve the impact of user selection.

2) Developing Different Multi-Sector BD-RIS Design Algo-
rithms: While the performance gain of multi-sector BD-RIS
aided RSMA over SDMA schemes has been evaluated by the
proposed algorithm in this work, it would also be interesting
to develop other algorithms with lower complexity, better
performance, and better robustness to the CSI uncertainty.

3) Modeling the Inter-Sector Interference of Multi-Sector
BD-RIS: In this work, we assume each BD-RIS antenna has
a perfect uni-directional radiation pattern such that there are
no overlaps between different sectors of BD-RIS. However, in
practical implementations, the BD-RIS antennas might have
strong sidelobes causing overlaps, such that users will be
covered by more than one sector of the BD-RIS. When taking
into account this effect, the beamforming design and analysis
based on the perfect model do not hold and thus new insights
should be investigated for imperfect BD-RIS models.
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